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Tetrodotoxin (TTX) is a lethal neurotoxin produced by the endosymbiotic bacteria in the gut of puffer fish.
Currently, there is no effective and economical method to detect TTX, so it is very interesting to develop
low-cost and high-sensitivity detection methods by using nucleic-acid aptamers as the recognition mole-
cules. However, traditional SELEX screening of aptamers for targeting small molecules such as TTX is
labor-intensive, and usually the success rate is low. Here, we employed a strategy of ‘‘repurposing old
aptamers for new uses” to develop high-affinity aptamers for TTX. To this end, we first collected ther-
mally stable DNA aptamers and predicted their affinities for TTX by molecular docking; then, we identi-
fied high-affinity candidates and verified them by microscale thermophoresis (MST) experiments. In this
way, two thermally stable aptamers (Tv-51 and AI-57) were found to possess nanomolar affinities for
TTX. Moreover, we performed spontaneous binding simulations to reveal their binding mechanisms to
TTX and thereby identified the key bases for the binding. Guided by these, two variants (Tv-46 and AI-
52) with higher affinities and specificities were subsequently engineered and confirmed by the MST
experiments. So, this study not only provides potential recognition molecules for the technology devel-
opments of TTX detection, but also demonstrates an effective repurposing approach to the discovery of
high-affinity aptamers for new target molecules.
� 2022 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and Structural Bio-
technology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Tetrodotoxin (TTX) is an alkaloid marine toxin with low-
molecular weight produced mainly by endosymbiotic bacteria in
the gut of puffer fish (Fig. 1A) [1]. TTX is an inhibitor of sodium
channel that could block the transport of sodium ions through
the nerve and muscle cell membranes and thus leads to diarrhea
and paralysis. Structural studies showed that the positively
charged guanidine group in TTX interacts with the negatively
charged carboxyl group located at the mouth of the sodium chan-
nel outside the plasma membrane of nerve and muscle cells [2,3].
And TTX is both water soluble and heat stable so cooking does not
decrease its toxicity, but rather increases its toxic effect [4]. In
recent years, people have suffered from the TTX damage due to
the consumption of unclean puffer fish. It was reported that the
toxicity of TTX is about 1000 times that of sodium cyanide, and
intake of 1�2 mg is sufficient to kill an adult [2,5]; moreover, cur-
rently no TTX antidote is available for clinical use [6]. The toxic
symptoms of TTX after ingestion are dose-dependent. Mild dose
toxic symptoms include tingling on the tongue and lips, followed
by or concurrent with headache and vomiting; in severe condi-
tions, this may progress to muscle weakness and ataxia; and in
extreme cases death could occur due to respiratory and/or heart
failure [6–8]. And the only treatment for TTX intoxication is obser-
vation and appropriate supportive care [5,7]. Therefore, it is impor-
tant for us to detect TTX and to develop TTX antidotes in daily life.

In the past, various methods have been developed for detecting
TTX, including mouse bioassay (MBA), enzyme-linked immunosor-
bent assay (ELISA), high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC), liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) [9–
11], etc. Among them, the sensitivity of MBA is low and its screen-
ing tests require living animals. And the screening tests of ELISA
require the use of antibodies, and the toxicity of marine toxins
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Fig. 1. Repurposing of old aptamers for targeting TTX. (A) Chemical structure of TTX. (B) Binding mode of TTX to the sodium channel. (C) Flowchart for discovering and
engineering high-affinity and high-specificity aptamers of TTX by repurposing of thermally stable aptamers.
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itself makes it difficult for organisms to produce antibodies, so the
method is severely limited by the scarce supply of antibodies. Also,
other detection methods have problems such as high cost, expen-
sive equipment, sophisticated operation or high demand on techni-
cians, etc. At the same time, there is no fast technology for on-site
detection of water samples or toxic organisms [9,11]. Therefore, it
remains very interesting to develop new rapid, sensitive and low-
cost methods in the field of marine biotoxin detection such as TTX.

Recently, the rapid development and combination of aptamer
screening technology and biosensor fabrication technology provide
new approaches to the efficient detection of marine toxins such as
TTX [12–15]. Aptamers are single-stranded oligonucleotides con-
sisting of 20�80 nucleotides and screened from a random library
of 1012�1015 oligonucleotide sequences via SELEX (Systematic
Evolution of Ligands by EXponential enrichment) [16–19]. Apta-
2135
mers can fold into unique three-dimensional (3D) structures and
bind to target molecules with high affinity and high specificity
through shape complementarity, electrostatic interactions, van
der Waals forces, and hydrogen bonds, so they are also known as
‘‘chemical antibodies” [20–22]. The equilibrium dissociation con-
stants (Kd) of typical aptamers binding to their target molecules
range from nM to lM [23]. And, aptamers have been used in assays
and platforms that traditionally employed antibodies as analytical
recognition elements [22,24,25]. Compared to antibodies, apta-
mers offer several unambiguous advantages due to their smaller
size and nucleic-acid characteristics. For example, aptamers can
easily penetrate into tissue barriers and are generally non-
immunogenic or non-toxic in vivo, can eliminate the challenges
associated with the limited availability of antibodies or the use
of animals, and are cheap to synthesize or mass-produced and easy
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to store or transport [13,21,25–27]. Therefore, the development of
aptamers as analytical recognition elements has broad application
prospects in the fields of toxin detection and antidote preparation.
However, there are still many problems in the screening process of
aptamers for TTX, such as long cycle, large sample consumption,
low success rate and biased PCR amplification, which make it dif-
ficult to obtain aptamers with satisfactory affinity and specificity
[14,28,29]. In addition, so far there are no reports about how TTX
binds to aptamers, so it lacks rational methods to guide the optimal
design of aptamers.

To address the above limitations, inspired by the drug discovery
paradigm of ‘‘old drugs for new uses” and the TTX binding mode to
sodium channel (Fig. 1B) [30], here we computationally screened
existing aptamers for binding to TTX. We designated this strategy
as ‘‘repurposing old aptamers for new uses”, which mainly includes
two steps, as illustrated in Fig. 1C. First, DNA aptamers with high
thermal stability (Tm > 50�C) were collected, and the candidate
aptamers for TTX were screened by molecular docking; then the
binding abilities of the candidate aptamers were verified by micro-
scale thermophoresis (MST) experiments. Secondly, spontaneous
binding processes of TTX to the aptamers were studied by unbiased
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation to confirm the binding mode
revealed in the molecular docking; and according to the structural
information obtained in the simulations, variants were then engi-
neered for stronger binding affinity or/and specificity. In this strat-
egy, we found that two old aptamers (Tv-51 and AI-57) possess
high binding affinities for TTX. Based on them, two variants (Tv-
46 and AI-52) were further engineered for specifically targeting
TTX. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example to
develop TTX aptamers by employing existing aptamers with good
thermal stability.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Structural prediction of aptamers

We predicted the secondary structure of a given DNA aptamer
via the RNAstructure web server at https://rna.urmc.rochester.
edu/RNAstructureWeb/Servers/Predict1/Predict1.html [31]. With
the predicted secondary structure, we used the rna_assembly mod-
ule in the Rosetta software to predict the 3D structure of the given
aptamer [32–34]. First, the sequence and secondary structure files
of the aptamer were prepared: ‘‘T” was changed to ‘‘U” in the
FASTA file. Then, ideal A-type helix was created for each helical
segment longer than two base pairs. The remaining bases were
modeled by using FARNA (Fragment Assemble of RNA with full
atom refinement) to generate more than 4000 possible models.
Finally, the models of separately built motifs and helices were
assembled and optimized through the FARNA Monte Carlo proce-
dure and the 3D structure with the lowest energy was obtained.
2.2. Molecular docking

As in our previous work [35–37], we employed the AutoDock4.2
[38–40] package to perform the semiflexible global docking of TTX
to aptamers. This package mainly contains two programs called
AutoGrid and AutoDock. Many studies in the past decade have con-
firmed its ability to correctly predict the binding affinities of the
ligands to receptors, including our study. AutoDock4.2 evaluates
the binding free energy of docking conformations on the basis of
a semiempirical free energy force field [40,41] by two steps: The
first step evaluates the intramolecular energetics (DGintramol) of
the transition from these unbound states to the conformation that
the ligand or receptor will adopt in the bound complex; the second
step evaluates the intermolecular energetics (DGintermol) of combin-
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ing the ligand and receptor in their bound conformations. And the
binding free energy and Kd are:

DGbound ¼ DGintramol þ DGintermol

¼ VT�T
bound þ VA�A

boundÞ � ðVT�T
unbound þ VA�A

unbound

� �� �

þ VT�A
bound � VT�A

unbound þ DSconf
� �

ð1Þ
Kd ¼ exp
DGbound

RT

� �
ð2Þ

In Eq. (1), T represents the flexible ligand ‘‘TTX” and A represents the
rigid receptor ‘‘aptamer”; V is the potential function and DSconf is
the conformational entropy lost upon binding. In Eq. (2), R is the
ideal gas constant of 8.314 J mol�1K�1 and T is the room tempera-
ture of 298.15 K.

In addition, AutoDock4.2 calculates the intermolecular energy
(including hydrogen bonds, van der Waals forces, desolvation
and electrostatic interactions) by a parametrized grid in AutoGrid
program; searches the conformation and optimizes the energy by
Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA) in AutoDock program. And
Python programs in AutoDockTools [40] were used to calculate
the parameters of the aptamers and TTX according to standard
procedures.
2.3. Spontaneous binding simulation of TTX to aptamers

Similar to our previous studies [35–37] we employed GROMACS
(Ver. 5.1.4) [42] to perform the spontaneous binding simulations
with the AMBER99bsc1 force fields and SPC water model [43].
TTX was prepared by Antechamber with the General Amber Force
Field (GAFF) [44]. The topology and coordinate files of TTX were
generated by the LEaP program in AmberTools 17 and then were
converted to GROMACS-compatible files by ACPYPE [45]. For each
system, the aptamer was placed in the center of a water box, with a
distance from its surface to the box boundaries >15 Å. TTX was ran-
domly placed at least 15 Å away from the aptamer. Na+ and Cl�

ions were placed by random replacement of the water molecules
for neutralizing the system and mimicking an ionic concentration
of 150 mM. Periodic boundary conditions were used in the simula-
tions; a cut-off distance of 14 Å was used for the short-distance
electrostatic and van der Waals forces, and the Particle-Mesh-
Ewald (PME) algorithm was used to calculate the long-distance
electrostatic interactions [46]. The LINCS algorithm was used to
constrain all bonds in the systems, and thereby a time step of
2.0 fs was used [47]. The velocity rescaling and Berendsen methods
were used to control the system temperature and pressure at 300 K
and 1.013 bar, respectively [48,49]. Each independent simulation
was performed for at least 500 ns.
2.4. Structural analysis

In the MD trajectory analyses, root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) was employed to evaluate the conformational differences
of the snapshot structures of the aptamers by using the starting
conformation as the reference; and root-mean-square-fluctuation
(RMSF) was employed to evaluate the flexibility of the aptamer
bases. The RMSDs and RMSFs were computed via GROMACS tools.
In addition, the hydrogen bond (HB) contacts and van der Waals
(vdW) forces between a ligand (TTX) and the given receptor (ap-
tamer) were estimated using the related GROMACS programs and
homemade nearest-contact scripts of TTX atoms and aptamer
bases.
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2.5. Microscale thermophoresis (MST)

The MST experiments of TTX and aptamers were performed on
Monolith NT.115 (NanoTemper Technologies, Germany), and the
binding affinity was characterized by the equilibrium dissociation
constant (Kd) [50]. Before the MST experiments, the aptamers
labeled with 6-FAM fluorescence were dissolved in the buffer
(50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2) to 100 nM,
heated at 95�C for 10 min, then quenched in ice bath for 5 min,
and finally placed at room temperature for 5 min to complete
the pretreatment of aptamers. Then, 16 groups of TTX solution
were diluted with 0.1% Tween-20 buffer at a ratio of 1:1 (the high-
est concentration was 4000 nM), and then the equal volumes of
aptamers were added to the solution. Finally, in the binding buffer
(containing 0.05% Tween-20), the concentration range of TTX was
from 0.061 to 2000 nM, and the constant concentration of apta-
mers was 50 nM. The appropriate LED power was chosen to control
the fluorescence value between 800 and 1500. The MST power was
set to 40%, the thermophoresis time (t) was 30 s, and the experi-
mental temperature (T) was 25�C. At least three independent
experiments were repeated and then the data were imported into
MO. Affinity analysis software of NanoTemper to calculate the Kd

value of TTX binding to the aptamers.

2.6. Circular dichroism (CD)

The CD spectra were recorded using a Chirascan spectrometer
(Applied Photophysics, Ltd.) at 25�C [51]. The 5 lM aptamers and
its mixture with 10 lM TTX were prepared. Note that the aptamers
should be pretreated in the same way as MST. The data were col-
lected from 200 nm to 360 nm in a 1 mm path-length quartz cuv-
ette at a scanning rate of 120 nm min�1 and presented as an
average of three successive scans finally. Note that the data were
buffer subtracted and normalized to provide the molar ellipticity
values.

2.7. Chemical agents

All DNA aptamers were purchased from Sangon Biotech Co., Ltd
(Shanghai, China). The sequences of aptamers are listed in Supple-
mentary Table S1. The toxins TTX, GTX, OA and NOD were pur-
chased from Puhuashi Technology Development Co., Ltd (Beijing,
China). Tris, NaCl, MgCl2 and Tween-20 were purchased from San-
gon Biotech Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China). NaOH and HCl were pur-
chased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd (Shanghai,
China). All chemical reagents were of analytical grade and used
without further purification.
3. Results

3.1. Docking screening of candidate aptamers for TTX

To understand the characteristics of the aptamers that poten-
tially bind to TTX, we analyzed the binding mode of TTX to the
3D structure of the sodium channel [30]. As seen in Fig. 1A, TTX
contains six hydroxyl groups and one guanidine group, and was
predicted to be positively charged at neutral or weakly basic pH
by the MarvinSketch software. Corresponding to this (Fig. 1B),
the sodium channel is geometrically matched to the shape of TTX
and is rich in negatively charged residues. As seen, TTX occupies
the entrance to the sodium channel through an extensive network
of electrostatic interactions and binds to the amino acids around
the entrance via polar interactions. Particularly, TTX forms multi-
ple hydrogen bonds and salt bridges with Asp375, Glu701 and
Glu704 (the Na+ binding site, known as ‘‘DEE” sites) at the
2137
entrance, and thus tightly blocks the sodium channel. Such a bind-
ing mode inspired us that the phosphate backbones of nucleic-acid
aptamers are negatively charged, so they might act as binding sites
for TTX. If a given aptamer possesses a pocket that could accommo-
date TTX and has the bases that could interact with TTX, this apta-
mer is a potential binder of TTX.

To collect existing aptamers that potentially bind to TTX, we
focused on their stability and shape complementarity with TTX.
We collected DNA aptamers from previous publications and
removed the double-chain hybrid sequences. Then, we calculated
their Tm values with the sangon web server (https://www.san-
gon.com/baseCalculator) and removed the aptamers with a Tm
value < 50�C. Next, TTX was moved into the cavity or groove of
the aptamer 3D structures by PyMOL to inspect if the aptamers
could contain TTX in space, and those that could not match the
TTX geometry were excluded. In this step, the aptamers without
experimental 3D structures were predicted using the methods in
Subsec. 2.1. Eventually, 12 thermally stable aptamers were
obtained for the repurposing, as listed in Table S2. Except for two
aptamers (Tv-51 and AI-57), other 10 aptamers already have
experimental structures. So, the 2D and 3D structures of Tv-51
and AI-57 were predicted with the methods in Subsec. 2.1 (Fig. 2,
Fig. S1). Notably, the Tm values of both aptamers are greater than
80�C, indicating that they are thermally stable. Indeed, their origi-
nal molecules (named anti-vWF and anti-IFNc) [52] are DNA apta-
mers with 2 unnatural bases and 2 mini-hairpins (Fig. S2). To be
able to synthesize, we replaced the unnatural bases with T and A,
and obtained the aptamers designated as Tv-51 and AI-57, respec-
tively. Compared to the original forms, Tv-51 and AI-57 retain ther-
mally stable DNA mini-hairpins (1 and 2 mini-hairpins,
respectively) and generate new stem-loop and cavity structures,
which was considered to provide favorable binding interactions
with TTX.

To rapidly assess the binding abilities of the collected aptamers
for TTX, we performed global molecular docking by using TTX as
the ligand and the aptamers as the receptors. The initial structure
of TTX was taken from PDB ID 6A95. Docking results showed that
the calculated Kd values of TTX to several aptamers are relatively
low, especially those of Tv-51 and AI-57 are much lower
(Table S2). Since the 3D structures of Tv-51 and AI-57 used in
the docking were the predicted structures, to ensure the docking
reliable, we decided to perform the second round of docking by
using the MD refined structures (Fig. S3). Then, we selected these
two aptamers and the following three aptamers with experimental
structures to perform the second round of docking. As shown in
Table 1, the calculated Kd values of the 5 aptamers in complex with
TTX are all at the magnitude of nanomoles (nM). Again, those of Tv-
51 and AI-57 are the lowest. In addition, the docking results using
the MD refined structures were slightly different from the initial
results, implying that the refinements of the predicted aptamer
structures by MD simulations are necessary. Furthermore, MD sim-
ulations were also performed for the three aptamers with experi-
mental structures, in order to confirm the reliability of our
methods. As shown in Fig. S4, the small RMSD fluctuations with
the simulation time indicated that the aptamer structures in the
simulations are stable with respect to the initial structures (i.e.,
the experimental structures). Therefore, the MD structures are very
similar to the experimental structures. Taken together, the 5 apta-
mers with the highest calculated affinities were eventually chosen
as the candidates for the following experimental tests.

3.2. Binding affinity measurements of TTX-binding aptamers

To verify the binding affinities of the 5 candidate aptamers for
TTX, we used MST experiments to determine their Kd values.
Results showed that Tv-51 possesses the highest binding affinity

https://www.sangon.com/baseCalculator
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Fig. 2. Secondary structures predicted by the RNAstructure web server. (A) Tv-51. (B) AI-57.

Table 1
Equilibrium dissociation constants of TTX with aptamers by molecular docking and MST.

Name or PDB ID DG
(kcal/mol)

AutoDock Kd (nM) MST Kd
(nM)

Predicted Tm (�C)

Tv-51 �11.82 2.16 14.92 ± 0.19 83.24
AI-57 �10.61 16.61 28.34 ± 0.13 87.13
2L5K �10.50 19.99 No binding 55.31
2IDN �10.10 39.60 No binding 50.40
2ARG �9.99 47.74 100.91 ± 0.34 68.69

* Tm was calculated via the sangon web server (https://www.sangon.com/baseCalculator).
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and its Kd is 14.92 ± 0.19 nM; those of AI-57 and 2ARG are 28.34
± 0.13 nM and 100.91 ± 0.34 nM, respectively (Fig. 3A, Table 1).
So, the Kd values of Tv-51 and AI-57 are less than 50 nM. In con-
trast, the MST results indicated that the other two candidate apta-
mers (2L5K and 2IDN) could not bind to TTX. This might be
attributed to the poor shape complementarity between the apta-
mers and TTX. For example, the docking showed that the binding
sites are close to the 30 and 50 ends; however, the MD simulations
showed that the aptamer conformations near those flexible ends
changed significantly (Fig. S5).

To test their binding specificities for TTX, we determined the
binding affinities of Tv-51 and AI-57 for other 3 marine toxins.
These 3 toxins are polyether okadaic acid (OA), polypeptide nodu-
larin (NOD), and gonyautoxin (GTX) which is also an alkaloid like
TTX (Fig. S6) [53]. MST results showed that both the aptamers do
not bind to NOD; the Kd values of Tv-51 and AT-57 to OA are
135.56 ± 0.43 and 56.74 ± 0.43 nM, respectively; and the Kd values
of Tv-51 and AI-57 to GTX are 71.61 ± 0.36 and 308.41 ± 0.55 nM,
respectively (Fig. 3B, 3C, Table 2). Thus, the binding affinities of the
aptamers to the other 3 toxins are lower than those for TTX, sug-
gesting that Tv-51 and AI-57 are more specific for TTX.

Finally, we also investigated the conformational changes of the
aptamers (AI-57 and Tv-51) upon the TTX binding by CD spectra.
CD results showed that the aptamer conformations do not change
in the presence of TTX (Fig. 3D, Fig S7). The positive peak at 278 nm
and the negative peak at 249 nm represent the formation of B-form
2138
duplex resulted from the stem-loop structures of Tv-51. Similarly,
the positive peak at 280 nm and the negative peak at 254 nm
reflect the formation of B-form duplex resulted from the stem-
loop structures of AI-57. Therefore, the aptamer conformations
are stable in the absence and presence of TTX, and both aptamers
have the stem-loop structures as predicted.
3.3. Atomistic modelling of TTX binding to Tv-51 and AI-57

According to the docking poses of TTX to Tv-51 and AI-57, we
found that TTX is bound to the grooves formed by the stem-
loops of the aptamers (Fig. S8). This indicated that these stem-
loops provide potential binding sites for TTX. To confirm the bind-
ing modes, we performed spontaneous binding simulations for the
Tv-51:TTX and AI-57:TTX systems, as in previous studies [36,37].
Our MD simulations successfully captured the binding processes
of TTX to the aptamers. In the simulations, TTX was first attracted
to the phosphate backbone of the aptamers and then bound to the
aptamers; after that, the aptamers continuously adjusted its bind-
ing positions until TTX was tightly complexed with the grooves
formed by stem-loops (Movies S1 and S2). Very significantly, the
binding sites revealed by the spontaneous binding simulations
are consistent with those in molecular docking, strongly suggest-
ing that TTX binds to the minor grooves of the stem-loops in the
two aptamers.

https://www.sangon.com/baseCalculator


Fig. 3. Binding affinity measurements of TTX to aptamers. (A) MST experiments for candidate aptamers. (B) Binding specificity of TTX to Tv-51. (C) Binding specificity of TTX
to AI-57. (D) CD spectra of Tv-51 (5 lM) and its mixture with TTX (10 lM).

Table 2
Equilibrium dissociation constants of marine toxins to the aptamers by MST.

Aptamer:Toxin
Complex

MST Kd (nM) Variant:Toxin
Complex

MST Kd (nM)

Tv-51:TTX 14.92 ± 0.19 Tv-46:TTX 13.52 ± 0.18
Tv-51:NOD No binding Tv-46:NOD No binding
Tv-51:OA 135.56 ± 0.43 Tv-46:OA 254.30 ± 0.28
Tv-51:GTX 71.61 ± 0.36 Tv-46:GTX 645.05 ± 0.35
AI-57:TTX 28.34 ± 0.13 AI-52:TTX 6.61 ± 0.22
AI-57:NOD No binding AI-52:NOD No binding
AI-57:OA 56.74 ± 0.43 AI-52:OA 431.67 ± 0.32
AI-57:GTX 308.41 ± 0.55 AI-57:GTX 722.61 ± 0.33
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In the Tv-51:TTX system, TTX was first attracted by other stem-
loop, and then entered the target stem-loop at about 349 ns (Movie
S1). This process implied that Tv-51 has bases that may prevent
TTX from entering the target binding site. Moreover, the RMSD val-
ues with the simulation time showed that the system has been
equilibrated during 350–750 ns, indicating that TTX has been sta-
bly bound to Tv-51 (Fig. 4A). In the AI-57:TTX system, TTX was
quickly attracted by the target stem-loop, and there was almost
no base contact with the intermediate cavity or other parts, sug-
gesting that AI-57 has redundant bases that could be truncated
(Movie S2). Furthermore, when the simulation time exceeded
about 545 ns, the AI-57:TTX complex approached a stable binding
state (Fig. S9). Therefore, we confirmed that TTX is stably bound to
the grooves formed by the new stem-loops of aptamers, and iden-
tified other redundant bases, which provides a direction for the fol-
lowing optimization design.

To reveal the binding mode of TTX to the aptamers at the atomic
level, we determined the key binding bases by calculating the aver-
age vdW forces and H-bonds for each base to TTX in the simulation
process (Movies S1 and S2). To characterize the vdW forces, we
first calculated all the pairwise distances between the TTX atoms
and aptamer bases for each MD frame in the periods of the stable
binding. Then, we identified the base with the smallest distance to
TTX atoms in each MD frame, and designated that base as the
nearest-contact base. Finally, we calculated the probabilities of
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the aptamer bases as the nearest-contact base of TTX in the simu-
lations. The results showed that in the Tv-51:TTX system, the prob-
abilities of C26 and G33 as the nearest-contact base are 0.32 and
0.34, respectively; those of A9 and A28 are 0.15 and 0.10, respec-
tively; and the others are less than 0.05 (Fig. 4B). To characterize
the H-bonds, we calculated the average numbers of H-bonds
between TTX and the aptamer bases in the simulations. As shown
in Fig. 4B, the average H-bond numbers formed by TTX with A9,
C26 and G33 are 1.62, 1.50 and 1.06, respectively; those of A28
and G34 are 0.74 and 0.69, respectively; and the others are less
than 0.50. Therefore, TTX mainly interacts with A9, C26, A28,
G33 and G34 of Tv-51. In the AI-57:TTX system, the probabilities
of C33 and T34 as the nearest-contact base are 0.67 and 0.26,
respectively; and the others are less than 0.05. The average H-
bond numbers formed by TTX with C33, T34 and A35 are 1.25,
0.61 and 1.32, respectively; and the remaining H-bonds are less
than 0.50 (Fig. 4C). Therefore, TTX mainly interacts with C33, T34
and A35 of AI-57.
3.4. Re-design of AI-57 and Tv-51

As mentioned, the spontaneous binding simulation and interac-
tion calculation have shown that TTX is unbound to the intermedi-
ate cavity of AI-57, and even the bases in the cavity do not contact
with TTX. This is probably because the cavity is too large to match
the TTX geometry. And it is natural to assume that the cavity might
contain redundant bases that have no significant contribution to
the TTX binding. Therefore, those bases in the cavity of AI-57 were
gradually removed, and the secondary structures and Tm values of
the aptamer variants were predicted. In this way, the bases origi-
nally at positions 7, 26 and 29–31 were removed, and T at position
42 was mutated to A to obtain a variant AI-52 (Tm = 85.67�C)
(Fig. S10). Also, we predicted the 3D structure of AI-52 (Fig. S11)
and performed molecular docking for it. The docking Kd value of
TTX to AI-52 is 3.78 nM, and less than that of AI-57 (Kd = 16.61 nM).
By comparing the 3D structure of AI-52 with that of AI-57, we
found that the distance between the original binding site and the
intermediate cavity skeletons of AI-52 is reduced. And molecular



Fig. 4. Spontaneous association of TTX with Tv-51 and the complex structure of Tv-51:TTX. (A) Time-dependent RMSDs of the Tv-51:TTX complex, and corresponding binding
positions of TTX on Tv-51. The position of TTX at a given time was obtained by aligning the corresponding snapshot with the last frame of the simulations. Five representative
association changes are given in the panels below. Corresponding movie showing the spontaneous association process is presented in Supplementary Movie S1. (B) and (C)
Residue-based interactions: the probabilities of aptamer bases as the nearest-contact bases of TTX (in red); the average H-bond numbers between TTX and the bases (in
green). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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docking showed that TTX binds to the new cavity surrounded by
these phosphate skeletons (Fig. 5A). It appears that the removal
of these redundant bases provides a better binding site for TTX
and thereby enhances the binding affinity.

The spontaneous binding simulation and interaction calculation
of Tv-51 have shown that the bases at positions 11–24 hinder the
binding of TTX. Therefore, it is natural to engineer variants by
deleting those bases gradually. A truncated variant Tv-46
(Tm = 84.19�C) was then engineered by removing the bases origi-
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nally at positions 12, 15–17 and 23, respectively (Figs. S12 and
S13). Compared to Tv-51 (containing 1 mini-hairpin), Tv-46 has 2
mini-hairpins, which could further stabilize the aptamer structure.
Similarly, we performed molecular docking for Tv-46 and TTX. The
results showed that TTX binds to the intermediate cavity of Tv-46
(Fig. S14A), and the Kd value is 2.07 nM, which is close to the cal-
culated value of Tv-51 (Kd = 2.16 nM). Thus, removing these bases
has no significant effects on the affinity. Note that the binding sites
of both the truncated aptamers change from the stem-loops to the



Fig. 5. Re-design of AI-57 for the optimized variant (AI-52). (A) Molecular docking of TTX to AI-52, where AI-52 (cyan) is aligned to AI-57 (white). (B) Binding specificity of
TTX to AI-52. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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intermediate cavities, which indicated that removing those bases
not only shortens the distance between the stem-loops and the
intermediate pocket backbones, but also reduces the flexibility of
the cavities, and thereby forms the binding pockets that match
the shape of TTX.

Finally, we detected the binding affinities and specificities of the
aptamer variants (Fig. 5B, Fig. S14B, Table 2). The Kd values of AI-52
and Tv-46 to TTX are 6.61 ± 0.22 nM and 13.52 ± 0.18 nM, respec-
tively; and the variants do not bind to NOD. The Kd values of AI-52
to OA and GXT are 431.67 ± 0.32 nM and 722.61 ± 0.33 nM, respec-
tively, higher than those of AI-57. Compared to AI-57, the trun-
cated variant AI-52 has higher affinity and specificity for TTX.
The Kd values of Tv-46 to OA and GXT are 254.30 ± 0.28 nM and
645.05 ± 0.35 nM, respectively, higher than those of Tv-51. There-
fore, the affinities of Tv-46 and Tv-51 for TTX are similar but the
specificity of Tv-46 is stronger. Taken together, by the approach
of ‘‘repurposing old aptamers for new uses”, 4 new TTX aptamers
(AI-57, AI-52, Tv-51 and Tv-46) were discovered or engineered.
4. Discussion and conclusion

In this study, we have successfully employed the approach of
‘‘repurposing old aptamers for new uses” to develop 4 new high-
affinity aptamers for TTX. We collected old, thermally stable DNA
aptamers and then predicted their affinities of binding to TTX by
molecular docking. Verified by the MST experiments, two ther-
mally stable aptamers (Tv-51 and AI-57) were found to possess
nanomolar affinities for TTX. Then, we performed spontaneous
binding simulations to identify their key bases for the TTX binding,
and thereby engineered two aptamer variants (Tv-46 and AI-52)
with higher affinities and specificities, mainly by removing redun-
dant nucleotides in the old aptamers. So, this study demonstrates
that ‘‘repurposing old aptamers for new uses” is a very promising
approach to the discovery of high-affinity aptamers for targeting
small molecules, and the rational engineering from the old apta-
mers by molecular modeling could obtain new aptamers with
higher affinities and specificities.

As known, although the traditional SELEX method for the
nucleic-acid aptamers has been relatively mature, its screening is
still complicated and low-efficiency, and often fails to find apta-
mers with the same binding affinity as antibodies [17]. Similarly,
improved screening methods, like counter SELEX, capillary elec-
trophoresis SELEX and microfluidic SELEX, also have unsolved
issues, such as lack of versatility, complex operation and high-
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difficulty technology etc. [20,54]. Therefore, it is still necessary to
develop new discovery and design methods of aptamers. Inspired
by the approach of ‘‘old drugs for new uses”, in this study we devel-
oped the method of ‘‘repurposing old aptamers for new uses” for
finding new TTX aptamers from the old, thermally stable aptamers.
With it, we have obtained the new DNA aptamers of which affini-
ties are higher than that of the best SELEX aptamer TTX-07 (Kd =
44.12 ± 15.38 nM, determined by fluorescence assay) [55]. These
high-affinity aptamers could be used as the recognition compo-
nents of biosensors for the detection of TTX, or as the targeting
molecules on the nanoparticle surfaces in the nanoparticle-
aptamer coupling technology for disease treatments [56].

In addition, the structures of the aptamer-TTX complexes are
usually difficult to be determined by experimental methods, such
as X-ray crystallographic and NMR methods, etc. In this study,
we used molecular modeling methods to predict the binding pro-
cesses and modes of TTX to the aptamers. The molecular docking
may quickly calculate the binding affinities of TTX to the aptamers,
and thus screen the high-affinity aptamers from many candidates.
And the spontaneous binding simulations could identify the key
bases of the aptamers for the TTX binding, thereby accurately
guide the optimization of aptamers. Therefore, our ‘‘repurposing
old aptamers for new uses” strategy and its integrated computa-
tional methods are fast and rational for the discovery of high-
affinity aptamers and their optimization.

In summary, this study presents a repurposing method for the
discovery of high-affinity aptamers, and has successfully devel-
oped new DNA aptamers for TTX from the old, thermally stable
aptamers. So, our study not only provides potential recognition
molecules for the developments of TTX detection technology, but
also demonstrates a very promising rational approach to the dis-
covery of high-affinity aptamers.
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